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ABSTRACT  
 
 The marine algae (Gracilaria verrucosa) immunostimulant (MAGVI) was extracted with PBS and screened 
against the pathogen Vibrio harveyi isolated from the infected Penaeus monodon Fabricus. Immune parameters, 
which included total haemocyte count (THC), superoxide anion, protease activity and cumulative mortality were 
determined in the black tiger shrimp that had been incubated by dipping method in MAGVI concentrations were 
1, 1.5 and 2 ppt for 3 hours. All data were collected 3 hours after deeping in MAGVI treatment, after 24 hours 
Vibrio harveyi infection and 6-day recovery after Vibrio harveyi infection for 24 hours. The results showed that, 
compared with those in control group, all treatments resulted in significant increase in amount of THC, 
superoxide anion, protease activity and cumulative mortality (p<0.05). These results indicated that MAGVI 
might elevate the function of immunity in black tiger shrimp (Penaeus monodon Fabricus).  
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Introduction  
 
 Black Tiger Shrimp (Penaeus monodon Fabricus), like any other crustaceans, possesses non-specific 
immune system due to its inability recalling antigen. When there is attack of bacteria, virus and fungi, its 
hardened cuticle shell becomes the first physical shield to deflect the insertion of pathogen. If the pathogen 
succeeds breaching this external shield, then the internal immune system will be the second defense using 
cellular and humoral responses (Van de Braak, 2002).  
 Haemocyte has a great role on shrimp’s internal defense system. Shrimp has 3 types of haemocyte, which 
are, hyaline cells active in the phagocitocys, granule and semi-granule cells active in the process of protease 
enzyme, the formation of antibacterial substance and oxygen reactive such as superoxide anion and hydrogen 
peroxide (Johansson et al., 2000).  
 Those substances are stored in the granule and semi-granule cells in an inactive state. In order to activate 
them, there should be a stimulant that comes externally, so-called immunostimulant. As the immunostimulant 
goes through the shrimp tissue, haemocyte responds as it is a strange object using non-self recognition 
mechanism. The effect of this recognition, haemocyte, especially the granule and the semi-granule cells, will 
proceed with degranulation to activate the substance active for humoral defense system (Van de Braak, 2002, 
Rodriguez and Moullac, 2000; Johansson et al., 2000; Supamattaya et al., 2000).  
 Stimulant substances used were biological compound groups such as bacterial cellular shell, carbohydrate 
complex compound, extracts from animal tissue and medical herbs, peptide, nucleotide and material which 
comes from synthetic product (Raa, 2000; Rajeev K.J. et al., 2004, Bhakuni D.S. et al., 2005, Citarasu et al., 
2006).  
 Tropical marine algae, including Gracilaria verrucosa, have proven to be a rich source of bioactive 
compounds with biomedicinal potential (Ballantine D.L. et al., 1987). Marine algae have been reported as 
biologically active substances with immunostimulating capacities (Castro R., et al, 2004), antifungal (Welch, 
1962; Moreau et al., 1984), and antiviral, including anti herpes (Yamamoto et al., 1982) activities. Hoppe 
(1979) reviewed the broad worldwide usage of algae in folk medicine.  
 Concern to function of Marine algae, we would like to search marine algae Glacilaria verrucosa (class: 
Rhodophyta) is one of marine algae types which can be easily found in Indonesian sea water. The purpose of the 
present study was to explore the effect of marine algae Glacilaria verrucosa on the immune response in black 
tiger shrimp, as well as on resistance against Vibrio harveyi.  
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Materials and Methods 
 
Materials:  
 
 Healthy black tiger shrimp weighing 24,14 ± 3,69 g were obtained from the Brackish Water Aquaculture 
Research Center (BPBAP), Bangil, East Java Province and Gracilaria verrucosa was taken from sea around 
Jepara, Central Java Province, Indonesia. Other materials were phosphate buffer saline (PBS) pH 7.2 and pH 
7.0, Na Citrate 10%, Trypan Blue solution, HBSS, NBT 0.3%, methanol, 2 M KOH, DMSO, tyrosine, casein 
0.5%, buffer phosphate pH 7.0, TCA 5%. Devices in this research were haemocytometer, light microscope, 
syringe 1 ml, digital weighing scale, spectrophotometer, centrifuge, micropipette, waterbath, Erlenmeyer Beaker 
glass, Eppendorf, reaction tube, and pipette 1 ml and 5 ml.  
 
Methods: 
  
Bacterial strains and Culture: 
 
 V. harveyi strains were isolated from pathogenic shrimp (Penaeus monodon Fab.) cultured in marine ponds 
at the Research Centre of Brackish Water, East Java Province, Indonesia. Both strains were cultured on 
thiosulfate salt-sucrose agar (TSA) plates. V. harveyi was grown in 1000 ml of Brain Heart Infusion Broth 
(BHIB) at 30o C for 24 hours.  
 
Glacilaria verrucosa extraction: 
   
 Glacilaria verrucosa extraction was done by the method of Castro at al., (2004) by dipping the marine 
algae into phosphate buffer saline (PBS) pH 7.2 for 24 hours, then continued by filtering and centrifuging.  
 
Dipping method of Immunostimulant:  
 
 The Black tiger Shrimps were dipped into MAGVI extracted with concentration of 1, 1.5 and 2 ppt for 3 
hours and control as a comparison, following the procedure of Effendy, at al. (2004). After the immunostimulant 
treatment, Vibrio harveyi was infected into by injecting 50 μl TSA solution which contained of the bacteria with 
mass of 106 CFU/ml. The observed parameters included THC, superoxide anion content and protease enzyme 
activity. Observation was delivered in 3 stages, 3 hours after the immunostimulant treatment (before bacterial 
infection) and after 24 hours after the infection of Vibrio harveyi and 6-day recovery after the infection of Vibrio 
harveyi.  
 
Haemocyte Collection and Total Hemocyte Count (THC):  
 
 A haemolymph was withdrawn directly from the second swimming in leg in the abdomen with a 1-mL 
syringe equipped with a 22 gauge needle. The haemolymph was collected at 0.5 ml per individual shrimp 
including additional volume of 0,25 ml TBS buffer (0.05 M Tris /HCl buffer, pH 7.6) as a haemocyte 
anticoagulant. After being withdrawn, haemolymph from 30 individual shrimps was checked for the number of 
haemocytes and pooled to reduce inter-individual variations of haemocyte cell numbers. THC was measured 
according to modified method from Wootton et al., (2003). A hundred μl of haemolymph was transferred into a 
tube which contained 900 μl of Natt-Herricks’s stain solution. A drop of haemolymph collected from each 
individual was introduced into an improved Neubauer haemocytometer and the number of haemocytes was 
determined microscopically.  
 
Superoxide Anion Assay: 
  
 The in vitro of superoxide anion by the haemocytes of black tiger shrimp was assessed by nitro blue 
tetrazolium reduction (NBT, Sigma Chemical) following the procedure of Citarasu et al., (2006).  
 
Protease Enzyme Activity Assay: 
 
 Collecting the sample for Protease Enzyme Activity assay from the haemocytes of P. monodon was by 
following the modification procedure of Sahoo et al., (2005). Protease enzyme activity assay was assessed by 
tyrosine reduction following the modification procedure of Celis-Guerrero et al., (2004).  
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Data Analysis:  
 
 Data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (OneWay ANOVA). was applied to analyze the 
differences among treatments and control. P values lower than 0.05 were used to identify significant differences. 
Then, a least square design (LSD) to determine was conducted to display the mean for groups in the 
homogenous subset.  
 
Results And Discussions  
 
Total haemocyte count: 
  
 MAGVI treatment affected the change of THC significantly different (p < 0.05). Greatly improved THC 
was observed in the 2 ppt treatment of MAGVI with THC value was 1,675,000 cells/ml, followed by dosage of 
1.5 ppt and 1 ppt with average were 1,550,000 cells/ml and 1,316,677 cells/ml, accordingly. The average of 
THC in the control was 685,000 cells/ml, statistically have no significant difference. The pattern of changes in 
THC after MAGVI treatment and Vibrio harveyi infection is shown on figure 1. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Effects of dipping three types different dosage MAGVI treatment (1, 1.5 and 2 ppt) on total haemocyte 

count (THC) after (A) 3 hours after MAGVI treatment (B) 24 hours after infection of Vibrio harveyi (C) 
6-day recovery after infection of Vibrio harveyi. Data represent the mean ± S.D. of 20 shrimp from each 
group.  

 
 In the present study, the increase of THC compared to the control After the MAGVI treatment was 
considered a consequence of shrimp immunocompetence. The similar result was also reported by Yeh et al., 
(2006) that the THC of White Shrimp (Litopenaeus vannamel) increased after the Sargassum duplicatum 
treatment through dipping and injection as well.  
 The decrease of THC After Vibrio harveyi infection over 24 hours was considered a consequence of cell 
lysis caused by Vibrio harveyi infection. Light microscope observation showed that haemocytes displayed 
damage. It has become evident that cell lysis probably decreased the THC of black tiger shrimp. A decrease of 
THC may be due to cell lysis or increased movement of cells from haemolymph to tissues (Pipe and Cole, 
1995). The decreasing of THC is also presumably due to the altered physiological conditions of the shrimp, as 
enhanced susceptibility to bacterial infection has also been found in oysters (Ford et al., 1993).  
 The THC re-increased in treatment of 6-day recovery after Vibrio harveyi infection. in this cased, an 
increase of THC values were assumed that there were not cells lysis and there were proliferation or movement 
of cells from tissues into haemolymphs. Aladaileh et al., (2007) predicted that the increased percentages of 
particular haemocyte types were due to induced cellular proliferation, recruitment of cells from non-circulating 
compartments of the haemolymph, or rapid cellular differentiation in response to antigenic challenge.  
 
Superoxide Anion:  
 
 The MAGVI treatment affected the changes of superoxide anion significantly different (p<0.05). Treatment 
of dosage 2 ppt has the highest absorbance of superoxide anion production than the others with the value was 
0.0733, while the treatments of dosage of 1.5 ppt and 1 ppt and control were 0.06100; 0.004667; and 0.02789 or 
statistically no significant difference. The pattern of superoxide anion has changed after MAGVI treatment and 
exposure test on Vibrio harveyi is shown on figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: Effects of dipping three types different dosage MAGVI treatment (1, 1.5 and 2 ppt) on superoxide anion 

after (A) 3 hours after MAGVI treatment (B) 24 hours after infection of Vibrio harveyi (C) 6-day 
recovery after infection of Vibrio harveyi. Data represent the mean ± S.D. of 20 shrimp from each 
group.  

 
 The superoxide anion in the MAGVI treatment was higher than in the control. This change is related to the 
process of phagocitocys delivered by haemocyte cells. Research by Yeh et al., (2006) shows that there was an 
increase on superoxide anion in White Shrimp (Litopenaeus vannamel) treated with immunostimulant. Another 
research was conducted by Citarasu et al., (2006) showed a decrease on haemocyte in Black Tiger Shrimp after 
the infection of White Spot followed by decreased on superoxide anion as well, so that there was correlation 
between both of them.  
 Phagocitocys is a crucial process in the cellular defense system of Black Tiger Shrimp. When there is a 
consumption of microorganism by haemocyte, it will be followed by the production of some anti-microbial 
materials. One of the substances is reactive oxygen group which contains of superoxide anion (O-2), hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2), ion hydroxide (OH-) and oxygen (O2). However, oxygen is an essential component for 
aerobic organism, in fact, it can become toxic when reactive oxygen substance is produced during respiration 
process (Campa-Cordova et al., 2002)  
 
Protease Enzyme Activity: 
 
 The MAGVI treatment affected the change of protease enzyme activity significantly different (p<0.05). 
Treatment of dosage 2 ppt has the highest of protease enzyme activity than the others, with the value was 18.988 
unit/mg protein, while the protease enzyme activity of dosage 1.5 ppt treatment, 1 ppt treatment, and control 
were 14.473 unit, 12.731 unit and 4.576 unit/ mg protein or statistically no significant difference. The pattern of 
protease enzyme activity has changed after the MAGVI treatment and exposure test using Vibrio harveyi is 
shown on figure 3. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Effects of dipping three types different dosage MAGVI treatment (1, 1.5 and 2 ppt) on protease activity 

after (A) 3 hours after MAGVI treatment (B) 24 hours after infection of Vibrio harveyi (C) 6-day 
recovery after infection of Vibrio harveyi. Data represent the mean ± S.D. of 20 shrimp from each 
group.  
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 The protease enzyme activity in the MAGVI treatment increased higher than the control. In the inactive 
state, this protease enzyme is within the haemocyte as an inactive serine proteinase (proppA). When there is an 
incoming antigen, haemocyte (granule and semi-granule) will bond onto the material and send a biochemical 
“signal” and molecular “signal” to activate protease enzyme to become Prophenoloxidize activating enzim 
(ppA). PpA acts as the activator in the process of Prophenoloxidize (Propo) activation, turning into 
Phenoloxidize enzyme (PO). This activation is followed by the process of oxidation of phenol into quinon, 
which is a anti-bacterial compound with the ability of destroying pathogen (Johanssen et al., 2000).  
 Yeh et al. (2006) stated that there was an increase on Phenoloxidize enzyme activity in Litopenaeus 
vannamei shrimp after immunostimulant treatment. This increase was suspected due to the increase on protease 
enzyme which was the activator of enzyme formation of the Phenoloxidize enzyme. Bahgat et al. (2002) 
reported that the increase of serine protease enzyme activity was followed by the increase of Phenoloxidize 
enzyme activity.  
 In the present study, the increase of protease enzyme activity compared to the control treatment After 
Vibrio harveyi infection over 24 hours and decreases after 6 days of exposure test using Vibrio harveyi. The 
change of protease enzyme activity and lysosom enzymes, including lysozyme, esterase, phosphatase, 
phospholipase, and peroxidize enzyme were assumed have a correlation with the process of Phagocitocys done 
by the haemocyte cells. these enzymes act as antibacterial (Van de Braak, 2002).  
 
Cumulative mortality:  
 
 Mortality occurred on the second days after challenge was 100% cumulative in control treatment, while 
sample with MAGVI treatment had reduced mortality in the range of 40–60%. The survival rate data is shown 
in figure 4. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Cumulative mortality (%) of Black Tiger Shrimp after three types MAGVI treatment: 1, 1.5 and 2 ppt 

MAGVI treatment and control treatment after challenge with Vibrio harveyi (n = 20). 
 
 Similar results had been reported in previous studies on shrimp (Huang et al., 2006), fingerlings (Chandra 
et al., 2006) and salmon (Robertsen and Rorstad, 1990), when using BG in aquaculture. In this study, 1.5 and 2 
ppt MAGVI treatment showed the most efficient and desirable influence on resistance of black tiger shrimp to 
Vibrio harveyi. However, treatments with 1 ppt MAGVI treatment only showed marginal effects. It probably 
concluded that the beneficial effect of MAGVI treatment of disease resistance of black tiger shrimp was dose-
dependent and 1.5 and 2 ppt was an optimal dose after 6-day recovery against Vibrio harveyi infection.  
 Tremendous work pertaining to immunology associated with Vibrio harveyi infection had been conducted, 
however, through which mechanism(s) MAGVI treatment in the present study and resulted in the protection 
against Vibrio harveyi infection remains unclear. Ellis (1999) hypothesized that protection of host against this 
bacterium depends on increasing activation of complement in fish or PO system in crustacean. In this study, PO 
function of black tiger shrimp was enhanced by MAGVI treatment of 1.5 and 2 ppt after 6-day recovery, 
possibly contributing to the reduced mortality caused by Vibrio harveyi infection. However, the role of PO and 
effects of MAGVI treatment on PO function have not been fully defined and further research is needed.  
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Conclusion: 
 
 The research demonstrated that MAGVI treatment administrated by dipping enhanced immune responses as 
well as the resistance to V. harveyi in black tiger shrimp. In this research, the optimal immune parameters were 
observed in black tiger shrimp administrated by dipping of 2ppt MAGVI treatment.  
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